
Versatiles trolleys 
to clean environment

Maximum weight 
loading 50 kg/level
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Adjustable multi-service trolleys
The FERMOD trolley is designed with the same qualities and design features of 
the FERMOSTOCK shelving system. The units are assembled using the patented 
aluminium clips that ensure complete stability and rigidity without welding, or 
the need for tools. Very versatile, this trolley has the capability to carry numerous 
accessories making it suitable for most applications.

The end user : 
 - Gastronorm sizes 2/1& 1/1 compatible
 - Compact before assembly 
 - Light mobility 
 - Fast installation without tools
 - Easy cleaning thanks to the removable shelves
 - To be use with multiple accessories 

The multi-service FERMOD trolley is designed for the food industry and conforms 
to the construction and regulations ensuring the highest hygienic standards. These 
trolleys can be used with or without polymer removable shelf inserts depending 
of the version and are dishwasher safe (-30°C / + 90°C).  They are equipped with 
4 composite castors, 2 with brakes (diam. 125). 

2 versions :
Gastronorm 2/1 & 1/1 (2 or 3 levels)
 - Depth : 560 mm
 - Lenght : 710 mm
 - Height : 959 mm
Standard (2 or 3 levels)
 - Depth : 560 mm
 - Lenghts : 660/780/900/960/1080*/1200 mm (* Compatible for 3 trays 1/1)
 - Height : 959 mm 
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Montage sans outils

Retour d’angle

Maximum weight 
loading 50 kg/level

For all the products mentioned below, please consult

NF Food Hygiene Label assigned by AFNOR Certification – 11, rue Francis de Pressensé – 93571 Saint-Denis La Plaine Cedex. 
This label guarantees to conformity to the NF 031 standard. Statutory requirement: cleanability.

Standard version

Gastronorm version

Gastronorm trays (not included)

Containers (option)

R.L.

Stripped curtains

2 zones

Flexible doors6611

up to 120 kg 
per level

Polymer removable
shelf inserts

68  11
duralinox removable

shelf inserts

up to 200 kg 
per level

5611
Removable

shelf inserts

up to 90 kg 
per level


